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And now, I'll try to explain You the importance of the title, that Spencer had got recently : 
On the 6-th of July 2008 Spencer became "Champion of 115 Moscow Exhibition of Hunting Dogs". (dogs of 
hunting breeds). 
It is yearly exhibition, where all dogs hunting breeds must be present ( not only beautiful one - all dogs). 
At the beginning there are show of beautiful: junior class, middle class and oldest class. The most beautiful 
dog place the first in the ring, then second and so on. All dogs got  mark: "excellent", "very good", or "good". 
The dogs got a description and then begin second part of the exhibition: expert committee begin to compute a 
complex estimation of every dog. It lasts a long  time. 
In this complex are: 
the points for the parentage - cousins four times removed (pedigree) - do You remember I asked You to give 
me more information about Spencer's relatives? and mother and father must have hunting trial. 
the points for conformation (Spencer had excellent and 1 st in the ring) 
the points for working (hunting) quality (Spencer has 2 the highest for fox + universality : wild boar, badger , 
blood tracks. 
the points for the posterity- high class posterity - Spencer has 9 pup pies (descendant)  with 
"excellent" and working diploma I, II, III degree.  
Spencer got 145 points, stud dog, stud (breed) clas s - élite, Champion Exhibition, Champion of 
pointing.  
He got 2 presents and 2 medals: for the Champion an d for the 1-st place.  
This title dog can gets only one times - once and f or all. It is very honorable  title for hunting dogs. 
And we going to this title for 6 years: 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007,2008. Only in oldest class dogs can gets 
this title -when he had  
high class posterity.  
I do not know what to say else.  He got all the dog  could gets. It was a little unusual in that day, t hat 
dogs had InterChampion on beautiful and got a highest title at the Hunting Exhibition. We are very proud  
of Spencer.  
Thank You very much for Spencer aus der Lewermang!  


